General terms and conditions

Once you book a photo shoot you automatically agree to these terms and conditions.
Therefore, please read this carefully.
General
The photographer may in no case be held liable in case of physical or material
damage caused during the photo shoot. The photographer reserves the right
information on the website regarding rates and appointments at all times. When
booking a photo shoot the client automatically agree to these terms and conditions.
Fotoshoot
For the photo shoot is made an appointment that for both the photographer and the
customer arranges. In case of bad weather (rain, very dark air) may be cancelled by
the photographer or customer. This is no later than the morning of the scheduled
photo shoot.
If there is any other reason to cancel the photoshoot please indicate this at least 24
hours in advance, then we will schedule – at no extra cost – along a new moment in.
Also with the photographer or camera there may be last-minute anything happen,
whereby she is unable to be present at the appointed time. Even then we will
schedule a new appointment.

Payment
The customer may pay in cash or transfer. The photo shoot will be paid within 5
working days after the photoshoot The customer will receive the photos after the
payment.

Products
The end product of the photography is a *photo book. Digital photo’s will also be
delivered to the customer. The photos are delivered, after the payment arrives at
Laura van Deursen Photography. The photographer does not provide RAW files.
Solid Gold Stories is not responsible when the colour of the final product is different
from the colour reproduction on the screen of the customer, because on his/her
monitor the brightness and color otherwise can be experienced if not calibrated is.
The photographer remains at all times the owner of all photos.
Solid Gold Stories by Laura van Deursen Photography will never publish photos
without permission of the model (s) to another (commercial) company. When
publishing in an (online) magazine will always be asked permission.

Attribution
The recipient of the pictures should always be in any kind of attribution to use when
posting on social media channels or elsewhere on the internet. Editing the photos
by the receiver itself is not allowed, this includes cropping.
It is not allowed to take pictures for the recipient to pass to other (commercial)
companies without permission.
Back-up
Solid Gold Stories is not responsible for lost files. Concern themselves for a private
backup on your pc. My selected and edited images are up to 1 year.

Privacy
Solid Gold Stories will in no circumstances personal information (email, phone, etc)
to third parties or make it public.

*This does not apply to Package I
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